
welcome back, 
girlfriend!



science of style
module 2



take what you 
want, leave what 

you don’t 



not rules,  
but tools to 

troubleshoot with⁄



the problems you are 
already aware you have

listen for the solutions to 



of how clothes work  
as a medium

deepen your understanding



how-to dress your 
challenging shape

style science 1 .0



raw material
let’s  start  with  the



your body

the raw materials



think of it in 3 sections

the raw materials



think of it in 3 sections

the raw materials

shoulders + bust —————



think of it in 3 sections

the raw materials

shoulders + bust —————

waist —————



think of it in 3 sections

the raw materials

shoulders + bust —————

waist —————

hips + booty —————



this is what many of us 
want to create more of

the raw materials



the raw materials

balanced  
top + bottom sections



the raw materials

 defined waist —————



but we can start from.. .



all different shapes
but we can start from.. .



& also…



& also…
more & more we are 

embracing + emphazing our 
natural shapes

 



& also…
more & more we are 

embracing + emphazing our 
natural shapes

 

more on that later…



back to where we  
start from.. .



more on top 



wider shoulders/bust

slimmer waist, hips/derriere 

more on top 



more on top 
{the catherine zeta-jones}



more on the bottom 



slimmer shoulders/bust, waist

wider hips/derriere 

more on the bottom 



more on the bottom
{the beyoncé}



more in the middle 



slimmer shoulders/bust, hips

waist is almost as wide,  
is equal, or is a bit wider  
than the rest

more in the middle 



more in the middle 
{the america ferrera}



equal everywhere 



shoulders/bust, waist, hips/
derriere all very similar

equal everywhere 



equal everywhere  
{the kate moss}



equal top + bottom,  
in at the waist



equal shoulders/bust +  
hips/derriere

defined waist

equal top + bottom,  
in at the waist



{the sophia loren}

equal top + bottom,  
in at the waist



within any 
proportion…



within any 
proportion…

we can be dramatic or subtle 
{curvy or slim}



within any 
proportion…

we can be dramatic or subtle 
{curvy or slim}

we can be stretched or 
compact { tall or short }



did one of these 
sound like you?



you can measure, but…



you can measure, but…

it really matters how you feel



you can measure, but…

it really matters how you feel
which one feels most relatable?



and you don’t even 
have to pick just 

one



if one day, in a certain 
outfit you feel more top-

heavy



if one day, in a certain 
outfit you feel more top-

heavy

    use something from the  
  zeta-jones toolbox



if you are feeling wide  
all over



if you are feeling wide  
all over

use something from the  
universal toolbox



we don’t need to 
put a label on it



use the tools as 
you need them



so labeled or not, 
we have our raw 

material



whatever it is we’re good!

so labeled or not, 
we have our raw 

material



we use it to figure  
out our desired outcome

so labeled or not, 
we have our raw 

material



raw material
+ 

goal



common goals



balance —> fill in smaller third + streamline wider third

common goals



elongate —> look taller + leaner

common goals



create curves —> create curvature + an universally-
flattering silhouette

common goals



highlight favourite area —> this can go against creating 
balance, instead just show off the parts we most love

common goals



emphasize your natural shape —> can also go against 
balance or not; over-exaggerate our natural proportions 

common goals



raw material
+ 

goal
+ 

tool



TOOLS



add volume + attention to  
the smaller section

tools that fill-in



add volume + attention to  
the smaller section

tools that fill-in

loose fit

full skirt

chunky knits + other 
textured pieces

bright + light colour

pattern

ruffles, pleats, ruching 

chunky statement necklace

structured shoulders



slim + downplay the larger section

tools that streamline



slim + downplay the larger section

tools that streamline

pencil + slight a-line 
skirts

straight + bootcut pants

mid-rise pants with 
stretch

dark colours

fitted + slim materials

showing skin

v-necks



look longer + leaner

tools that elongate



look longer + leaner

tools that elongate

tight jeans with flare

straight maxi skirts

high-waist bottoms

fitted streamlined 
fabrics

long necklace

extended colour on top + 
bottom + maybe shoe

solid colours

heels

pointed toe shoes

low-vamp on shoes with 
bare legs

showing skin {low necklines, 
higher hemlines, rolling + 
cuffing pants and sleeves}



create a feminine,  
universally-flattering silhouette

tools that create curves



create a feminine,  
universally-flattering silhouette

tools that create curves

fit n flare dresses

single-button jackets

illusion dresses

belt

wrap dresses

tucking in your top with 
mid-to-high-waist pants

peplum tops, jackets, skirts, 
and dresses



…pretty much any piece that 
goes tight at your waist

create a feminine,  
universally-flattering silhouette

fit n flare dresses

single-button jackets

illusion dresses

belt

wrap dresses

tucking in your top with 
mid-to-high-waist pants

peplum tops, jackets, skirts, 
and dresses

tools that create curves



tools that highlight your fave area

waist 
fit n flare dress or 
belted anything

derrier 
tight jeans, a pencil 
skirt, or bodycon dress

legs 
mini dress, miniskirts, 
or shorts, heels

hair/face 
statement necklace, 
bright lipstick

shoulders + collarbone 
off-the-shoulder, strapless, 
or halter with long earrings

chest 
fitted top with v-neck, 
sweetheart neckline

arms 
sleeveless top or  
½ sleeve top
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TOOLBOX
Every time you find yourself thinking “I like that but it looks bad on me” I want you to 
reframe to “how can I make this work for me?” And that’s where the figure-flattering 
toolbox comes in.

Use one of these tools or use a combination of these tools to make the clothes and 
styles you love work for your shape.

This toolbox has two goals: elongate + define the waist

universal

more tools in your 
toolboxes

the
america

— to o l b ox e s  —

the
beyoncé

— to o l b ox e s  — the
kate moss

— to o l b ox e s  —

the
zeta-jones

— to o l b ox e s  —

the
sophia loren

— to o l b ox e s  —



dressing for your shape

acknowledge raw material 
{your shape} 



dressing for your shape

acknowledge raw material 
{your shape} 

+  
identify your goal(s) 

{how you want your body to look} 



dressing for your shape

acknowledge raw material 
{your shape} 

+  
identify your goal(s) 

{how you want your body to look}  
+ 

choose the correct tool(s) 
{clothing + accessories}



examples

dressing for your shape



raw material

you’re a catherine zeta-jones 

example 1



raw material

you’re a catherine zeta-jones 

main goal

balance

example 1



raw material

you’re a catherine zeta-jones 

main goal

balance
for you that means streamlining top 
half and filling in the bottom half

example 1



possible tools

example 1



possible tools

top
dark colour + fitted = streamline

bottom
full skirt + pattern = fill-in

example 1



example 1
possible tools

top
dark colour + fitted = streamline

bottom
full skirt + pattern = fill-in

= balance achieved



raw material

you’re a sophia loren at 5’2 

example 2



main goal

elongate while maintaining 
feminine curves

raw material

you’re a sophia loren at 5’2 

example 2



main goal

elongate while maintaining 
feminine curves
sophias always want to define  
their waist

raw material

you’re a sophia loren at 5’2 

example 2



possible tools

example 2



possible tools

extended colour {dress} = elongates
belt =  waist-definition

example 2



= flattering

possible tools

extended colour {dress} = elongates
belt =  waist-definition

example 2



raw material

you’re a america ferrera

example 3



main goal

elongate + create feminine 
curves

raw material

you’re a america ferrera

example 3



main goal

elongate + create feminine 
curves
the secret weapon for the americas  
is in defining their waist

raw material

you’re a america ferrera

example 3



possible tools

example 3



possible tools

wrap dress + v-neck =  waist-
definition

{think of pointing to your waist}

example 3



= flattering

possible tools

wrap dress + v-neck =  waist-
definition

{think of pointing to your waist}

example 3



raw material

you’re a kate moss

example 4



main goal

create feminine curves

raw material

you’re a kate moss

example 4



possible tools

example 4



possible tools

slightly loose top = fill in top

tucked in at waist = waist-
definition

pleated skirt = fill in bottom

example 4



= subtle curves 

example 4
possible tools

slightly loose top = fill in top

tucked in at waist = waist-
definition

pleated skirt = fill in bottom



raw material

you’re a beyoncé

example 5



main goal

balance

raw material

you’re a beyoncé

example 5



main goal

balance
for you that means filling in the top 
and streamlining the bottom

raw material

you’re a beyoncé

example 5



possible tools

example 5



possible tools

top
ruffled top + pattern = fill-in

bottom
dark fitted pants = streamline

example 5



= balance acheived

possible tools

top
ruffled top + pattern = fill-in

bottom
dark fitted pants = streamline

example 5



possible tools

example 5

*bonus* the bootcut again 
balances out the third section



raw material

you’re a beyoncé

example 6



main goal

highlight collar bone
because you get to pick and that’s 
what you feel like

raw material

you’re a beyoncé

example 6



possible tools

example 6



possible tools

tight off-the-shoulder top

example 6



you may not look 
balanced

and that’s okay

possible tools

tight off-the-shoulder top

example 6



look for your celebrity 
(or blogger)  body doubles

#dressyourshapehack



look for your celebrity 
(or blogger)  body doubles

see what tools they use to make hard-to-
wear styles work for their body

#dressyourshapehack



look for your celebrity 
(or blogger)  body doubles

see what tools they use to make hard-to-
wear styles work for their body

#dressyourshapehack

some examples in your toolbox



most common mistake you 
make for your shape



most common mistake you 
make for your shape

filling in the 
largest area



you are an america or a zeta-jones and 
you wear a loose shapeless tunic with 
skinny jeans

you do this when… 



you are a beyoncé and you wear tunics 
that pull over your hips + booty

you do this when… 



you are a sophia and you wear loose 
clothing to hide your curves and don’t 
emphasize your waist

you do this when… 



if your impulse is to do any 
of these



if your impulse is to do any 
of these

if you want to “hide” an 
area of your body



if your impulse is to do any 
of these

if you want to “hide” an 
area of your body

then i encourage you to try using 
some tools in your toolbox



do it.



do it.
and if you’re not immediately sold, ask those 

who know you what they think



do it.
and if you’re not immediately sold, ask those 

who know you what they think

{ this can be an example of our mind getting 

in the way of our style }



dressing for your shape recap

acknowledge raw material 
{your shape} 

+  
identify your goal(s) 

{how you want your body to look}  
+ 

choose the correct tool(s) 
 {pick the one that takes your shape to 

your goal}



how-to

apply this process



and you feel like it’s not flattering

you’re not sure about it…

when you try on an outfit



and you feel like it’s not flattering

you’re not sure about it…

when you try on an outfit

identify the problem 
you’re having

1



and you feel like it’s not flattering

you’re not sure about it…

when you try on an outfit

identify the problem 
you’re having
ex. “i wish i looked slimmer” or “i wish my hips 
didn’t look so big”

1



and you feel like it’s not flattering

you’re not sure about it…

when you try on an outfit

set the goal2



and you feel like it’s not flattering

you’re not sure about it…

when you try on an outfit

set the goal
ex. “i wish i looked slimmer” becomes elongate 
 
“i wish my hips didn’t look so big” becomes 
balance through filling in the top

2



and you feel like it’s not flattering

you’re not sure about it…

when you try on an outfit

use a tool3



and you feel like it’s not flattering

you’re not sure about it…

when you try on an outfit

use a tool
if you’re already using one, add another 
 
ex. if you’re already wearing fitted fabrics to 
elongate, add a long necklace

if you’re already filling in the top with a pattern 
add a statement necklace

3



dressing your shape 
are tools for your 

taking



dressing your shape 
are tools for your 

taking

…or your ignoring



you are the only 
person who decides 

how your body 
should look



dressing your shape 

your homework



1. download your toolbox(es)  
{measure if you need to} 

dressing your shape 

your homework



1.

2.

download your toolbox(es)  
{measure if you need to} 

try it out next time you don’t love how 
an outfit makes your body look, see if 
you can use one or more tools to make it 
work for your body instead of against it

dressing your shape 

your homework



1.

2.

3.

download your toolbox(es)  
{measure if you need to} 

try it out next time you don’t love how 
an outfit makes your body look, see if 
you can use one or more tools to make it 
work for your body instead of against it

remember them as you test silhouettes 
+ tools, start to add them to your style 
edges sheet(s)

dressing your shape 

your homework



quick pause.



looking chic,  
feeling comfortable

style science 2.0



“i want to dress 
stylish, but it’s more 

important for me to be 
comfortable”



how about we equally 
prioritize both 



how about we equally 
prioritize both 

we only buy stylish clothes that are 
comfortable 



how about we equally 
prioritize both 

we only buy stylish clothes that are 
comfortable 

and only buy comfortable clothes 
that are stylish



this is totally 
doable



let s start  from  
the top down



TOpS



things that make tops comfortable



soft fabrics

things that make tops comfortable



soft fabrics

stretch

things that make tops comfortable



soft fabrics

stretch

not too tight fit 

things that make tops comfortable



soft fabrics

stretch

not too tight fit 

things that make tops comfortable

look for this 
+ stylish



#comforthacks
examples



a simple cotton tee + statement necklace

#comforthack recipes



an off-the-shoulder or cold shoulder 
top in t-shirt material

#comforthack recipes



a blazer or jacket in a soft knit

#comforthack recipes



a simple stretch shirt with a soft vest

#comforthack recipes



a simple stretch top as a backdrop 
for slip dresses

#comforthack recipes



knits —> cotton + cotton-blends 
{look in the “knits + tees” sections}

stretchy

soft

fitted but not tight {swing your 
arms all around and see if there 
is any tension}

look for stylish tops that are



knits —> cotton + cotton-blends 
{look in the “knits + tees” sections}

stretchy

soft

fitted but not tight {swing your 
arms all around and see if there 
is any tension}

look for stylish tops that are

in a remarkable 
colour, detail, 
shape, or pattern



knits —> cotton + cotton-blends 
{look in the “knits + tees” sections}

stretchy

soft

fitted but not tight {swing your 
arms all around and see if there 
is any tension}

look for stylish tops that are

or simple 
backdrop for 
necklaces + 
interesting 
bottoms



bOTTOmS



things that make bottoms comfortable



stretch

things that make bottoms comfortable



stretch

not too tight fit

things that make bottoms comfortable



stretch

not too tight fit

soft + forgiving 
fabric

things that make bottoms comfortable



stretch

not too tight fit

soft + forgiving 
fabric

non constricting 
waistband 

things that make bottoms comfortable



stretch

not too tight fit

soft + forgiving 
fabric

non constricting 
waistband  

things that make bottoms comfortable

look for 
this in chic 
shapes + 
with some 
tailoring



#comforthacks
examples



stretchy cotton skirts 

#comforthack recipes



jogger style trousers

#comforthack recipes



tailored + stretchy dress pants that feel like leggings

#comforthack recipes



wide leg trousers

#comforthack recipes



look for stylish pants + skirts that are

stretchy

tailored + not too tight

a waistband that doesn’t dig in 

mid-high waisted {too low digs 
into the widest part of our hip 
when we sit}



look for stylish pants + skirts that are

stretchy

tailored + not too tight

a waistband that doesn’t dig in 

mid-high waisted {too low digs 
into the widest part of our hip 
when we sit}

+ ones you can 
squat or sit 
crossed legged 
in the dressing 
room without 
discomfort



ShOeS



things that make shoes comfortable



flat

things that make shoes comfortable



flat

soft stretch

things that make shoes comfortable



flat

soft stretch

{potentially}  some 
support

things that make shoes comfortable



things that make shoes stylish + versatile



slim + delicate

things that make shoes stylish + versatile



a pointed toe elongates

things that make shoes stylish + versatile



if your ankle is exposed, 
a lower vamp 

things that make shoes stylish + versatile

vamp ———



if your legs or ankles feel wide

avoid ankle straps especially on sandals as they cut 
the line of your leg off, try a slip on style instead

things that make shoes stylish + versatile



use the continue 
the colour trick 
for shoes too!

#comforthack



use the continue 
the colour trick 
for shoes too!

if you’re wearing black tights, 
black shoes

#comforthack



use the continue 
the colour trick 
for shoes too!

if you’re ankle is exposed, a 
nude shoe

#comforthack



use the continue 
the colour trick 
for shoes too!

if you’re ankle is exposed, a 
nude shoe

for maximum leg length  
{even if you’re wearing flats}

#comforthack



#comforthacks
examples



a slide with a pointed toe  
to elongate + avoid heel blisters

#comforthack recipes



a soft leather pointed toe ballet flat to elongate

#comforthack recipes



a slide sandal to elongate your leg + ankle

#comforthack recipes



a slip on sneaker with a pointed toe

#comforthack recipes



let’s put it all 
together



sample outfits



soft cotton 
maxi dress 
with flats

sample comfortable + chic looks



a cotton wrap 
dress 
+ a nude 
pointed toe 
flat

sample comfortable + chic looks



knit top  
+ wide-leg cotton blend pants 
+necklace 

sample comfortable + chic looks



soft knit sweater  
+ pleated skirt  
+ pointed toe 
ballet flat

sample comfortable + chic looks



simple stretch tee 
+ skinny pants 
with stretch  
+ a knit vest or 
jacket  
+ pointed toe slip 
on sneakers

sample comfortable + chic looks



an all-black  
stretch trousers  
+ soft loose button-up  
+ ballet flats

sample comfortable + chic looks



a simple tee  
+ belt  
+ long light skirt
+ slides

sample comfortable + chic looks



you got this
comfortable + chic



only buy stylish clothes that are comfortable,

only buy comfortable clothes that are stylish

just remember this simple trick



stylish is what makes  
you feel your best 

*reminder*



more comfortable + chic inspo @ 
bit.ly/2xpRTy4

p.s.



comfort + chic 

your homework



1. choose both 

the next time you are craving comfort, 
make it feel stylish to you

use one of the #comforthacks or make 
your own {statement necklaces, lipstick + 
yoga pants?}

comfort + chic 

your homework



mixing colours, 
patterns, textures

style science 3.0



mixing colours, 
patterns, textures

style science 3.0

oh my!



your colours are 
whatever you feel 

good in



you can wear anything 
with anything



you can wear anything 
with anything

everything goes with 
everything



you get to look in the 
mirror and decide if it 

makes you feel good



you get to try it and see 
how you feel that day



the end



but here are some 
tools for reference… 



think of 4 colour groups



primary colours



primary colours



primary colours
pencil crayon or paint palette colours

saturated

flat



earth tones



earth tones



earth tones
muted, desaturated

from olive greens, to browns, to denim, to rich 
terracotta

“neutral” colours



jewel tones



jewel tones



jewel tones
colour of stones

rich + deep

universally flattering



pastels



pastels



pastels
light

not too saturated

cooler than earth tones

blush, lavender, baby colours





dominant

dominant



soft

soft



when we mix 
these colours

what it looks like



dramatiac

bold

balanced

wearing 2 dominant colours



wearing 2 dominant colours

primary + jewel primary + primary



focal point  
{a piece we notice first}

soft colour recedes, 
dominant comes forward

wearing a soft + dominant colour



wearing a soft + dominant colour

jewel + earth jewel + pastel



delicate

romantic

balanced

wearing 2 soft colours



wearing 2 soft colours

earth + earth pastel + earth



where to start
wearing colour



jewel tones 

are universally flattering,  
powerful + remarkable,  

and easy to wear with neutrals + all 4 colour groups 

{ start with these }

#colourhacks



when in doubt try it on 
together

#colourhacks



say you’re trying on a turquoise top and not sure you 
have any bottoms to wear it with 

#colourhacks



say you’re trying on a turquoise top and not sure you 
have any bottoms to wear it with 

go grab some pants + skirts in colours you already 
have to try it with

#colourhacks



if you like it out there in the 
world, you can try it on you 

pay attention to nature, textiles, restaurant 
interiors—whatever inspires you

#colourhacks



pATTeRNS



some pattern mythbusters



wearing horizontal stripes 
does not make you look wider

pattern mythbusters



wearing horizontal stripes 
does not make you look wider

but... 
patterns work to draw attention + “fill in” an area 
{all patterns, just like bright colours and ruffles and 

baggy clothing}

pattern mythbusters



just like colours… 

you can wear any pattern 
with any pattern

pattern mythbusters



just like colours… 

that doesn’t mean you will 
necessarily like it

so try it and see!

pattern mythbusters



ideAS fOR 
mixiNg 

pATTeRNS





big pattern + small pattern





open pattern + even pattern





low contrast + high contrast





shared colour





pick a dominant piece





black + white stripe with anything



where to start
wearing patterns



patterns are easy to mix when 
there is buffer in between 

try a patterned shoe with a patterned top 

or patterned trousers with a patterned scarf

#patternhacks





consider going big + bold 
with a patterned trouser, 

skirt, or dress

you can start wearing it with just plain black 
or white tops and branch out from there

#patternhacks





you can always start with 
black + white

two black + white patterns will always go 
together

#patternhacks





you can always start with 
black + white

two black + white patterns will always go 
together

a black + white pattern will always go with a 
solid colour

#patternhacks





colours + patterns 

your homework



1.

colours + patterns 

your homework

stay inspired start a new pinterest board 
with colour and pattern combinations 
that inspire you {it can be people’s outfits, 
or not outfis}



1.

colours + patterns 

your homework

2.

stay inspired start a new pinterest board 
with colour and pattern combinations 
that inspire you {it can be people’s outfits, 
or not outfis}

make some colour recipes take some 
favourite colours or colour groups to add 
to your edges



ok.



today has been 
about TOOLS



today has been 
about TOOLS

how do they fit into 
your larger style? 



your style starts with

style cores ——



your style starts with

style cores ——

style sprinkles —



now we have the tools



now we have the tools
{dressing for your shape}



now we have the tools
{comfortable + chic pieces}



now we have the tools
{colour + pattern matching}



the tools are here to help 
nurture + shape your style



use the tools that  work for you



ignore the tools  
that don’t



tools help the style you 
already have flourish



action steps 

recap



1. print off your toolbox start to use it 
whenever you feel like what you want to 
wear doesn’t look good on your body

action steps 

recap



1.

2.

print off your toolbox start to use it 
whenever you feel like what you want to 
wear doesn’t look good on your body

live in the comfortable chic overlap next 
time you want to wear sweatpants, ask if 
there is a way you can feel chic about it

action steps 

recap



1.

3.

2.

print off your toolbox start to use it 
whenever you feel like what you want to 
wear doesn’t look good on your body

live in the comfortable chic overlap next 
time you want to wear sweatpants, ask if 
there is a way you can feel chic about it

get colour-inspired start to pin a colour 
+ pattern focused board, push yourself to 
try a new hue or combination

action steps 

recap



fin


